
Easter Contingency Plan
WHAT YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS TO HAVE IN PLACE THIS BREAK

1. COMMUNICATION

Communicate and share multiple times and in multiple platforms your office closure dates and what clients can expect from you
during that time. If emails will be responded to only sporadically give them details. Answer and communicate as many questions they
may have for you. Clearly outline procedures for everything from emergency maintenance to vacating a property or moving in. Share

details in socials as well.

2. EMERGENCY CONTACTS

Ensure all your emergency contacts are in place and your tenants are advised multiple times. Give them direct numbers
and advise the process they need to follow in clear steps. We also outline what comprises Emergency maintenance and

offer some troubleshooting tips. 

3. RENTAL PAYMENTS

One of the most important messages to convey is that rent should be paid as normal and that it will be receipted
as normal, and therefore, the consequences of not paying rent will be as normal.

 You will need daily banking to continue and will want the entire portfolio’s rent arrears conducted, along with the issuing of
relevant notices. Tasks for leasing such as viewings and application processing will need to be continued and any vacates,
entries, or abandonments dealt with. Don’t assume everyone will just do it, have a list prepared and the tasks delegated

amongst your team.

4. TASK DELEGATION



5. SWITCHBOARD

Make sure your switchboard is changed to holiday mode and the message clearly outlines instructions for anyone calling in. Make sure
you’re re-opening dates are included, what to do in the event of an emergency, and who to call if it is a sales enquiry.

6. WEBSITE & ENQUIRY

Make sure your website outlines your office closure periods. That said though often there is a lot of enquiry for a new business that
should be responded to or you run the risk of another agency picking up that client. If you can have auto-replies for enquiry set and

make sure someone has delegated the task of responding as per your autoreply message.

7. AUTOREPLY & MESSAGE BANK

Shut it down. Where you can you should just shut it down. We are slaves to our mobiles and computer emails a day in day out, put
down your tools for at least a week or two. Set up your autoreply on your emails, add a new message to your phone, and don’t check
them until you return. If you have a good team and system in place, most of the important items will be done before you return, so
you don’t have to stress about the workload you are walking back into. Check out my recent blog on Digital Detox, it is liberating to

switch off everything for a while. It will give you time to reflect on the year you’ve just had and allow you time to prepare for the new
year ahead.

8. EASTER CARDS

I like to post Easter cards and send gift boxes to major clients and contacts every year. I think the personal touch
can and does go a long way. We also send out an e-card to all our tenants and suppliers as well as thanking them

for their support and efforts during the year.

We often provide Easter hampers to those in need, whether it is for some of our tenants or part of another community
initiative. Whatever you do it is always a good feeling to give generous when you can. This doesn’t have to be a huge grand

gesture it can just be something small and simple, often it really is the thought that counts

9. GIFTING THOSE IN NEED 


